From a complex systems perspective, ecohydrological systems in forests may be characterized with (1) large networks of components which give rise to complex collective behaviors, (2) sophisticated information processing, and (3) adaptation through self-organization and learning processes. In order to demonstrate such characteristics, we applied the recently proposed 'process networks' approach to a temperate deciduous forest in Gwangneung National Arboretum in Korea. The process network analysis clearly delineated the forest ecohydrological systems as the hierarchical networks of information flows and feedback loops with various time scales among different variables. Several subsystems were identified such as synoptic subsystem (SS), atmospheric boundary layer subsystem (ABLS), biophysical subsystem (BPS), and biophysicochemical subsystem (BPCS). These subsystems were assembled/disassembled through the couplings/decouplings of feedback loops to form/deform newly aggregated subsystems (e.g., regional subsystem) -an evidence for self-organizing processes of a complex system. Our results imply that, despite natural and human disturbances, ecosystems grow and develop through self-organization while maintaining dynamic equilibrium, thereby continuously adapting to environmental changes. Ecosystem integrity is preserved when the system's selforganizing processes are preserved, something that happens naturally if we maintain the context for self-organization. From this perspective, the process networks approach makes sense.
.
(1)
상호 정보는 다음과 같이 정의된다: Schreiber, 2000) . Table 1 . Logical criterion for coupling type classification T, I, ∆(T), ∆(I) indicate transfer entropy, mutual information and their significance threshold, repectively (Ruddell and Kumar, 2009) 
T>∆(T) I>∆(I) T>I Description
Type 1, Synchronization dominated F T F Significant shared information, no significant information flow Type 2, Feedback dominated T T F Significant shared information greater than significant information flow Type 3, Forcing dominated T -T Significant information flow greater than significant shared information Type 4, decoupled F F -No significant information flow or shared information; decoupled 
III. 결과 및 고찰
3.1. 생태수문계의 과정망 
하부계에서 아무 곳에도 속하지 않은 Precip으로의
Type 3 정보 흐름을 표시하였고, 제 2 하부계의 H,
있음을 표시함으로써 모든 링크 표시를 마무리 하였다 (Fig. 2) . Table 3 . Phenology, hydrological conditions, plant area index (PAI), mean air temperature, gap-filling rate, and the presences of the basic and aggregated subsystems for ten selected periods in 2008 in Gwangneung deciduous forest site in Korea (GDK). Hydrological conditions are represented as total amount of rainfall (mm)/number of rainy days/ maximum rain intensity (mm day
−1
). SS stands for synoptic subsystem, BPS biophysical subsystem, BPCS biophysicochemical subsystem, ABLS atmospheric boundary layer subsystem, and RS regional subsystem 
